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Product description 
Sales’Up Conditional Records Formatting for Creatio product – a tool, which allows setting the 

conditions for a visual display of any records in a section’s registry or detail depending on customized 

filters.   

The product provides the possibility to partially or fully change a visual display of registry records – from 

border color of a record to its text color or format.  

 

Use cases 

The product functionality is versatile and can be used by companies of any industry.  

While working with requests, a user can change the color of a registry record in accordance with its 

requirement status, or highlight only those registry records, to which a user is assigned as Responsible.   

While working with orders, there is an opportunity to change the record’s border color depending on the 

Account; make text bold for those records, where the payment is overdue; change the record’s background 

and text color for those orders, where there is a product with a specified category and a number of such 

products is higher than a set figure.  

  

Key features 

 The set-up wizard is convenient and intuitive;  

 6 elements of registry records formatting, which enables users to change colors of border, text, 

background, and to make text bold, italics, change its size;  

 Possibility to add an unlimited number of conditions for one registry;   

 Automatic generation of a hint in the registry with customized formatting conditions after saving the 

settings;  

 Configuration of filtration of any complexity for formatting;  

 Preview of the future setting to conveniently make changes and edits. 
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Product installation  

To install packages click the button   and go to the «System designer». 

 

In the «Application management» section go to the «Application Hub». 

 

On the «Application Hub» page, click the «New application»,  

 

Select the «Marketplace powered» block and press the «Select» button. 

 

Click «Install» on a product’s page.   

 

Enter the address of the Creatio website which the product is supposed to be installed on.   
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Once an installation is completed, the log-in page pops up.   

In case a product’s package is installed from file, it is necessary to request an up-to-date package 

from Sales’Up support. Next, on the «App Center» page, click «New Application» and select 

«Install from file», specify the path to the archive with the package and complete the installation. 
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Set up conditional formatting of the records in the 
section registry  

Add settings 

To set up conditional formatting of records in the section registry:  

1. Go to the section, which you need to customize records’ formatting for;   

2. Press the «View» button and select the «Setup conditional formatting of the records» option. 

 

3. On the setup wizard page, press the «Add item» button, 

 

 

And add conditions for the formatting of records:  

1. «Name» - specify a name of a configuration item, which will be displayed as a hint in a section 

registry after settings are saved;  
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2. Add all necessary functions for the records’ conditional formatting:  

2.1 If applicable, choose the background color by pressing one on the color panel in the «Background 

color» field; 
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2.2 If applicable, choose the text color by pressing one on the color panel in the «Text color» field; 

 

2.3 If applicable, choose the border color by pressing one on the color panel in the «Border color» 

field; 

 

Note! User can choose and customize any desired shade of color by clicking this icon on the color 

panel. 
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2.4 Activate the «Bold» check-box, if you need to make text bold;  

 

2.5 Activate the «Italic» check-box, if you need to make text italics; 

 

2.6 Enter the font size, or change it in the «Font size» field by clicking the up and down arrows. 

 

For every configuration item, there is a preview, which dynamically changes and displays the view of future 

row’s conditional formatting in the registry.  
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3. Configure records’ filtration, which the formatting must be applied for;  

 

Note! All functions of the extended filter are available for users. It is also possible to set a filter condition 

with a comparison of columns.   

 

For instance, set up a filter for orders with a «Draft» status, where a total sum of an order  > payment 

amount.  
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Once all items of conditional formatting are configured, press the «Save» button. User with the 

administrator rights can apply these settings for all other users.   

 

Upon saving the settings, records’ conditional formatting will be applied to the section records.  

 

After that, a button in the form of a palette will be displayed in a relevant section.   

 

When you hover over the button, a hint pops up in a section for each item of records’ conditional formatting.      
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Edit settings 

To edit the existing setting of records’ conditional formatting:  

1. Go to the relevant system section which it is needed to customize conditional formatting for;  

2. Press the «View» button and select the «Setup conditional formatting of the records» option. 

 

3. Select an item, which needs to be changed and edit it. All changes will immediately be displayed in 

a preview.  
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User is also able to change the items display order in a hint by dragging the item to a needed level on 

the setup wizard page.  

 

 

 

Delete settings 

To delete settings go to the setup wizard of records’ conditional formatting and press the «Delete item» 

button on the corresponding configuration item.  
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After all configuration elements are deleted, a palette button will not be displayed and all records in a 

registry will be of a standard view for this section.   

 

 

Add elements of conditional formatting from the section’s DCM panel  

In case colors are setup for stages on the section’s DCM panel, a user can quickly apply these settings to 

records’ conditional formatting of this section.    

 

To do that: 

1. Go to the section which records’ conditional formatting needs to be applied to;  

2. Press the «View» button and go to the setup wizard of conditional formatting of the records;   
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3. On the setup wizard page trigger the «Fill from cases» action. 

 

There are 2 actions available for a user to apply case’s settings to records’ conditional formatting:  

 Background color. 

 

Upon the completion of an action, the item for each stage will be created automatically. The background 

color will be applied in accordance with the stage color.   
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 Border color. 

 

 

If it is necessary, a user is able to make any changes in configuration items upon records’ conditional 

formatting from a case.  
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Limitations! If there are no DCM panel cases setup for the section, a pop-up with a «Not find DCM for 

Order» message will appear when attempting to apply case’s settings to records’ conditional formatting of 

the section.     

 

 

 

Set up conditional formatting of the records in the 
detail registry  

Add settings  

To set up records’ conditional formatting in a detail registry:  

1. Click the 3-dotted menu on the detail, which records’ conditional formatting must be applied to; and 

go to the setup wizard of records’ conditional formatting.   

 

Note! All subsequent settings of records’ conditional formatting on the detail are similar to the settings of 

records’ conditional formatting in a registry.   

Once everything is setup on the detail, a hint button with configuration items will be displayed on this detail.  
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CONTACT US: 
 
salesup-it.com 
 
+38 050 140 11 22 
Kyiv, Lobanovskoho Avenue, 119В  
care@salesup-it.com 
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